At last!
‘Jesus Epichristianity, Divesting Jesus from
Christianity’ offers to all humans, no matter what their
religious denomination may be a most needed view of Jesus
the Christ, this extraordinary Being who elevated humanity to
Divinity and conquered humanity’s worst enemies, the ego
system and Death with one single weapon, Love Power. This
small book’s insight of Jesus elevates the human mind to
dimensions far beyond the confinement and limitations of the
common human understanding. Understanding which has
gradually diminished throughout the ages as the human mind
became more materialized to a level that in our day permits
the inconceivable, that is, two individuals who belittling God,
the faithful who love Jesus and the position they currently
occupy - nothing less than the highest offices at the Vatican
and the Presidency of the United States of America, have dared
to utter the most dishonorable blasphemies and even Apostasy
purposely designed to disrepute Jesus and prepare the coming
of the false Messiah, the Antichrist!
Opposing their intent with insightful information, Jesus
Epichristianity, Divesting Jesus from Christianity offers the
reader a profound Spiritual/Scientific view of Jesus the Christ
the first Divine Man, who showed mankind that it is possible
to transmute human flesh into flesh Immortal and Divine, by
Being One with Love, the Christ Power, the Force that is the
underlying Substance of all there is. That is why the efforts of
the forces of Darkness are centered in denigrating the Greatest
Triumph of Jesus at the Cross in the minds of man and
present Jesus as ‘a loser.’
They won’t be able to do so in the Minds of 144,000
children of Light, who Know Who Jesus Is and Love Him. That
doesn’t mean that a human person cannot make that number
grow. Any human can become Ego-Free and Christ-like, an
Epichristian at any time if they will to do so. To those humans
of Good Will I dedicate this book.

But be aware that 144,000 out of 7 billion people is not a
big number. . .
These are very dangerous times for the
human soul as St. Paul let us know, ‘those we wrestle against’
and who wage the campaign to kill the Image of Jesus the
Christ in the human Mind are ‘the army of evil in the Cosmos’
and very powerful on earth; they indeed know what they are
doing; and what they are doing is a necessary evil to place the
Antichrist in power. It is written that they will succeed for a
short time after creating the greatest chaos ever seen on earth.
Controversial, Revolutionary, Profound and Informative
this book alerts one to wake up and Become an Epichristian Who we were always meant to Be - Unlimited, Divine, Immortal
and Christ-like Beings with Unlimited Potentials of Being.
No other document in history has managed to articulate
so urgently how important it is to realize both Jesus the
Christ’s Human and Divine Identity and its link to our own
Divine Nature and Redemption as this book does.
The information in Jesus Epichristianity, Divesting Jesus
from Christianity, will indeed take your mind well beyond
human limits helping any human being to face the present and
future chaotic changes and catastrophes being created to erect
the false Messiah, the Antichrist as God on earth.
Jesus the Christ walked this earth and conquered Death,
so that we humans could recuperate our Divinity and have a
Glorious Future. This book bestows upon man’s wounded soul
a profound Understanding of the Christ’s Jesus Mission waking
up in our heart a feeling of gratitude and loyalty to Jesus, and
of liberations as our Mind embraces Love Itself in Eternal
Truth.

